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CHAPTER II 

 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoretical Frameworks 

1. Language Variation  

Because there are many languages are used in society, 

language variation occurs in the social environment. 

According to Yule that each language has more than one 

variety, especially in the way in which it is spoken. People 

may not only speak in one language but also some languages 

is used for interaction with their group in their daily life and 

each language has its certain characteristics, which cause the 

variety of a language.  

Richards and Jack argue that “language variation refers 

to the differences in pronunciation, grammar, or word choice 

within a language, which may be related to regional, social 

class, and educational background to the degree of formality 

of a situation in which language is used”.
1
 It means that the 

various regions, social class, and educational background may 

cause a variety of a language. 

Further, bilingual and multilingual society may cause 

language variation occurs. For some reasons, people need 

                                                           
1
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choose the language use in their interaction, it can be code 

switching, code mixing, or other variations. 

According to Chaer and Agustina that “code switching 

occurs when one uses clause which has grammatical structure 

of another language” while “code mixing is characterized by 

using a word or phrase, but it has no grammatical structure”.
2
 

From that statement, the writer concludes that if someone uses 

a word or a phrase from another language, the person has 

mixed his or her code, not switched, but if uses the clause has 

grammatical structure of another language, it means that the 

person has switched his or her code.  

For most individuals, mother tongue is the most used 

conversely. Second language tends to be the secondary in the 

terms of use. However, it does not happen to migrant 

community. Migrants tend to lose their mother tongue as 

primary medium of communication. Mother tongue is only 

used for home, friendship, and hearth communication. In this 

community, mother tongue is displaced by the dominant 

language, the language of host community.
3
 If this community 

observed, it will be found a phenomenon in which one person 

uses two languages or more and often called bilingual or 

multilingual. In using both languages, the possibility of using 

                                                           
2
 Abdul Chaer and Leonie Agustine, Sosiolinguistik: Perkenalan awal. 

(Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 2004), p. 115. 
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two languages perfectly is rare. Person switches and mixes 

one language with other partially. In sociolinguistics, these 

terms are called code switching and code mixing. 

 

2. Code Switching  

a. Definition 

According to Trudgill that “code switching is the 

process where bilingual speaker switches between one 

language and another language within the same 

conversation or called a bilingual person”.
4
 A bilingual 

person is a person who is able to use two languages. 

Code switching also occurs when people after their 

speech and behavior to fit into different social situations. 

The most common changes involve vocabulary and ones 

of casualness or formality.
5
 For example is, when we 

converse with friends, we prefer to use informal language 

but when the teacher or lecturer gets into the 

conversation, automatically the speaker switches this 

language into formal language. 

 Brown states that “code switching can occur 

between different language, dialect, or style within one 
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sentence”.
6
 This theory is supported by Hymes in Chaer 

and Agustina, he says that code switching has become 

terms for alternate us of two or more language, varieties 

of language, or event speech styles. From theories above, 

one can conclude that code switching happens when 

someone switch his/her languages.
7
  

From the explanations, it can be conclude that code 

switching is the process of speaker switches between one 

language and another language in the same conversation, 

the changes that occur within overall the context of 

sentence or issue. To make it clear, it is said in an 

example; when someone used English in conversation 

then changed it into Indonesian to continue his speech, it 

is called code switching. For example, in the English 

classroom  teacher explain in English the he said: “Pay 

attention!” Materi ini sangat sulit”. From that speech, 

teacher used English “Pay attention!” then he continue in 

his speech by Indonesian “Materi ini sangat sulit”. The 

Indonesian he said has some reasons. Perhaps the student 

don’t understand the English of “Materi ini sangat sulit”, 

so he said in Indonesia. 

 

                                                           
6
 Steven Brown and Salvatore Attardo, An Introduction to Applied 

Linguistic and Sociolinguistic Nonspecialict, (USA: Micigan Press, 2000), p. 

84. 
7
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(Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 2004). p. 108. 
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b. Types of code switching 

The types of code switching can be classified in 

two classification, those are grammatical and contextual 

classification. The grammatical classification which is 

based on the position of the different codes found in the 

utterances or sentence while the contextual classification 

is based on the reasons why people switch. According to 

the grammatical and contextual classification, these are 

the types of code switching:
8
 

Three types of code switching based on 

grammatical classification: 

1) Tag code-switching, happens when a bilingual 

inserts short expression (tag) from different language 

at the end of his /her utterances.  

e.g.: An Indonesian bilingual switches from English 

into Indonesian, “It is okay, no problem, ya nggak?” 

2) Inter-sentential code-switching happens when there 

is complete sentence in a foreign language uttered 

between two sentences in a base language.  

e.g. Ini lagu lama, tahun 60an. It’s oldies but 

goodies, they say. Tapi, masih enak kok didengerin. 

                                                           
8
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3) Intra-sentential code-switching is found when a 

word, a phrase, or a clause, of a foreign language is 

found within the sentence in a base language.  

e.g. The hotel, yang megah itu, is really huge and 

unbelievely majestic. 

The contextual classifications devided into two 

types of code-switching, namely the situational and 

metaphorical code-switching.
9
 

 

1) Situational Code-Switching  

A situational code-switching appears when 

there is a change in the situation that causes the 

bilingual switches from one code to the other. The 

changing situations involved could be the Setting, 

the Participants, or the Norms of Interaction. 

Wardhaugh states that situational code-switching 

occurs when the speaker uses one language in one 

situation and different language in another situation, 

and it does not involved the change of the topic.
10  

The following short dialogue describes an example 

of a situation when an Indonesian bilingual switches 

                                                           
9
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from Indonesian to English because of the presence 

of an English native-speaker friend (participant). 

Agus : Menurutku, semuanya karena mereka tidak 

tahu persis artinya, De.  

Mark : Hi, Agus  

Agus : Eh, how are you, Mark. Mark, this is Made, 

our friend from Mataram.  

Made : Nice to meet you, Mark  

Mark : Nice to meet you too. What are you two 

talking about? 

Agus : Nah, ini dia kita bisa…Mark, can you help 

us? 

2) Metaphorical Code-switching 

A metaphorical code-switching happens when 

there is a change in the perception, or the purpose, or 

the topic of the conversation. In reference with the 

factors, this type of switching involves the Ends, the 

Act Sequence, or the Key, but not the situation. 

Bilinguals that code-switch metaphorically perhaps 

try to change the participants‟ feeling towards the 

situation. The following example illustrates how 

some Indonesian students jokingly switch from 

English to Indonesian to affect serious dialogue to be 

a bit humorous. 
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Made : We want to take it, to where ... Ya, itu 

tempat kita biasa mancing (fishing), and we 

are drinking, singing, having fun, ok. 

Ali : And, there we are surfing, 

swimming...terus, kita jadi pusing-pusing 

(feeling dizzy) dah... ha ha ha... 

Made : Are you joining, Jim? 

Jim : Okay, then. 

The table below presents the classifications on 

code-switching (CS) based on two different points of 

view described here. 

Point of View Code-Switching 

Position of the changing 

in the utterance  

1. Tag code-switching  

2. Inter-sentential code-

switching 

3. Intra-sentential code-

switching  

Reason for switching  1. Situational code-

switching  

2. Metaphorical code-

switching 

 

In this research of code-switching in the 

speaking class of MOB English Course Pare Kediri, 
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the types of code switching is limited by the 

grammatical classification. 

 

c. Functions of code switching 

Baker has discussed the topic of code switching 

from a sociolinguistics perspective, in which he listed 

twelve main purposes of code switching, which are 

relevant to bilinguals talks in general. Some of these 

functions can be observed in classroom environment and 

in relevance to tutor and learners interactions. According 

to Baker, code switching can be used to emphasize a 

particular point, to substitute a word in place of unknown 

word in the target language, to express a concept that has 

no equivalent in the culture of the other language, to 

reinforce a request, to clarify a point, to express identity 

and communicate friendship, to ease tension and inject 

humour into a conversation, and in some bilingual 

situations, code switching occurs when certain topics are 

introduced.
11

 

There are different reasons why a teacher or an 

instructor switches his codes in language classrooms 

because the goals and purposes of the teachers to enjoy 

code switching in EFL classes are different; for example, 
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they may enjoy code switching to translate, to clarify 

the points and some other reasons.
12

 

Thus, according to Yletyinen, the functions of code 

switching are:
13

 

 

1) Explanation 

Explanation occurs when usually the teacher 

wants or sees a need to repeat what has been 

previously said in another language in order to help 

students understand her. According to  Canagarajah, 

there are different strategies   for   explaining   the   

issues   being   taught;   he mentions    repetition,    

reformulation,    clarification, and exemplification of 

such strategy.  

 

2) Requesting help 

When  the  students  are  faced  with  a  

problem  or question during the lesson, they usually 

resort to code- switching to find an answer to their 

problems. One common function of code-switching is 

requesting help. The students request  help  when  
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 Mehdi Khonakdar and Seyed Jalal Abdolmanafi-Rokni ,  “Teachers’ 

Code Switching in an EFL Context: Why and When?”, Schoolink, (Vol. 3, No. 

1, 2015), p. 2. 
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 Hana Yletyinen, The Functions of Code Switching in EFL 

Classroom Discourse (Finlandia: University of Jyvaskyla, 2004), p.53. 
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they  do  not  know  where  they  are supposed to be 

in the book (for example wanting to know about line 

numbers in a chapter), or when they do not know how 

to pronounce a word or when they need a word 

translation or when they want to ask something to 

another student. 

 

3) Helping each other
14

 

The previous function dealt with students-teacher 

communication, where a student requests help from 

the teacher who provides an answer to the asked 

question. In EFL classroom there are also a few 

instances where students help each other when doing 

an activity which involves the whole class. Usually 

this function of code-switching occurs when the 

teacher asks student something in English when she 

cannot understand and the other student help by 

translating teacher‟s question into Indonesian. Cook  

sees this  as positive  way of  using mother  tongue 

in the classroom.  By  translating  the  teacher‟s  

word,  students ensure that the weaker student knows 

what is happening. It does not always have to be the 

teacher who translates the question. Moreover, by 
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 Hana Yletyinen, The Functions of Code Switching in EFL 

Classroom Discourse (Finlandia: University of Jyvaskyla, 2004), p.58. 
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letting the students help each other, teacher creates a 

more natural communication situation. She can be a 

consulted when a problem occurs, but she encourages 

the students to solve the problem among them, the one 

who knows what the teacher is saying can help the 

weaker student(s) by explaining the teacher’s word in 

Indonesian. 

 

4) Self-correction
15

 

Apart from being used to help out of others, 

students also use code-switching in self-correction. 

This function of code-switching is quite common in 

EFL classroom. The students employ self-correction 

in their utterance by beginning it in English but 

inserting one word or a couple of words in Indonesian 

in the middle of utterance. When self- correction 

occurs, a student is usually producing an answer to  

the  teacher‟s  question  and  when  she  realizes  that  

a mistake has occurred in the answer she corrects it by 

inserting  an  Indonesian  word  and  then  continuing  

the answer, but now with a more correct answer. 

The use of self-correction may indicate that 

student wants to keep separate the exercise and the 
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need to correct something in answer. The students 

know that if the teacher asks them a question in 

English they are required to answer it in English. 

However, if they find that they have said something 

wrong in their answer, they resort to Indonesian to 

make it obvious to the hearers that now they want to 

change something in their answer. On the other hand, 

self- correction may occur when a student does not 

initially remember a word in English and says it first 

in Indonesian and then after remembering it says in 

English, continuing the answer in English. 

5) Moving from one activity (topic) to another
16

 

The previous three functions of code-switching 

(requesting help, students helping each other and self- 

corrections) have been employed by the students. 

However, as the function of  explanation showed, 

teacher also  uses code-switching. The function of 

moving from one activity to another is employed by 

the teacher to mark a shift in the lesson; furthermore, 

she employs this function quite often. This marking 

of activity shift in the lesson happens when the   

teacher   moves   from   one   topic   to   another:   

from discussing an exercise to teaching grammar and 
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vice versa, from learning grammar to looking at a 

chapter and from giving instructions to doing a 

listening comprehension. 

 

6) Code-switching in clearing miss understandings
17

 

There are some instances where a misunderstanding 

occurs  during  a  lesson  and  in  order  to  clear  it  

code- switching is employed. This function of code-

switching is visible in EFL classroom. When there is a 

need to clear a misunderstanding it is usually the 

case that the teacher has misunderstood something 

and the student corrects her by using Indonesian 

language. 

 

7) Not knowing the English Counterpart
18

 

There are instances when a student or a teacher 

inserts an Indonesian word into an otherwise English 

utterance. Sometimes, if the student has inserted an 

Indonesian word, the teacher usually reacts to that by 

trying to find the correct translation but not always. 
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8) Checking for understanding
19

 

Part of  the foreign language  learning process  

is to learn new words and expressions. The material 

is there to help this process; the students have 

chapters to read and exercises to do which teaches 

them new vocabulary. In the teaching situation, when 

the class is, for example, doing an activity in English, 

the teacher should make sure that all students know all 

the words in that activity. If there are new words or 

expressions, the teacher can ask the students what 

they mean in Indonesian. In other words, the 

teacher does not have to translate everything, by 

asking the students she lets them participate more 

actively to the lesson. Code- switching occurs when 

the word or expression is translated into Indonesian, 

or when the teacher asks about the new vocabulary in 

Indonesian. 

 

9) Unofficial Interaction
20

 

According to Canagarajah, interactions that are 

not demanded by the lesson are called unofficial 

interactions. In his study he discovered that it was the 
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mother tongue that was used in speech. He described 

the unofficial interactions as cases of student to 

student interaction, for example in group activities 

where procedural matters are discussed. However, 

sometimes the teacher employs this function as well, 

for instance, to discuss extra pedagogical matters such 

as happenings in the town. All in all, this function of 

code-switching occurs when either the students or the 

teacher are talking about issues not related strictly to 

the lesson. 

 

10)  Pupil’s Comment
21

 

The previous category of functions dealt with 

unofficial communication occurring at the same time 

as the lesson was going on. The unofficial interaction 

that took place had little to do with the present lesson 

content. The function of students’ comments differs 

from the function of unofficial interactions in that the 

comments made by students are linked with the 

situation at hand. For example, teacher is thinking 

about a question on asking a question to one student 

by throwing ball game. At the same time the student is 

commenting on the situation in Indonesia. She has not 
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been asked a question yet and she thinks she will not 

catch the ball when the teacher throws it to her. 

Although her comments are not necessarily meant for 

the whole class to hear, one can argue that it is 

different from unofficial interactions where the 

discussion is about out-of-content issues. The student 

uses code-switching to comment on the situation, 

Indonesian is a natural choice since the mother tongue 

is her stronger language; she is able to express herself 

better in Indonesian. 

 

11) Pupil’s initiation
22

 

In students’ initiation function   student’s   code-

switching   from   Indonesian   to English is followed 

by the teacher’s switch to English as well. For 

example, from the beginning of the lesson, the teacher 

has taught the students how to form a clause using the 

present verb forms because they will need that 

information in the verb test, they will have in a couple 

of minutes.   This   discussion   takes   place   in   

Indonesian, however, causes code-switching to occur 

when one student arrives late. When he enters the 

classroom he apologizes in English for being late, a 
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manner they have probably been taught earlier. He of 

course does not know what language the teacher has 

spoken before he came. Here the teacher, however,   

starts   a   conversation   with   Indonesian,   she 

responds the student in English. This means that 

student‟s code-switching  has  led  to  the  teacher  

code-switching  as well.  This  is  a  good  example  of  

a  situation  where  the teacher encourages student to 

speak English as she starts a conversation with him. 

Student also keeps up the conversation in English 

although he could answer in Indonesian to the teacher. 

Maybe he wants to show her that he can speak 

English, or that he wants to speak English. This 

example is interesting since the change is so clear, the 

code-switching to English is caused by the student 

and the teacher continues the code-switching. 

 

12)  Teacher Admonition
23 

The name for this category comes from 

Canagarajah’s article dealing with functions of codes-

witching. Canagarajah explains this function as one 

that is used when the teacher is disappointed with the 

students, and she uses the mother tongue to express 
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this anger or frustration. For example, when the class 

is starting to check their homework, the students have 

had three exercises to do at home and the teacher goes 

around in the classroom checking the students‟ books 

whether they have done these exercises. The teacher 

uses English when talking about the exercises, she 

answers to the students mostly in English when they 

tell her how many exercises they have done. However, 

as she goes around the classroom and hears what the 

students have to say about the way they have done the 

homework, it is becoming clear that some of them 

have not done their homework and this leads to the 

teacher employing code-switching from English to 

Finnish. 

 

13)  Grammar Translation
24 

As was pointed out above, in EFL classroom one 

theme in the lessons is grammar. Furthermore, 

grammar is usually taught in Indonesian. However, as 

the target is to teach English grammar, there is bound 

to be a lot of code-switching, which is conscious. 

There are two functions of code-switching when 

teaching grammar: grammar translation and grammar 
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explanation. Here will be separated these functions 

from the function of explanation and treat them as 

individual functions. The reasons for this are, firstly, 

that the language is treated differently in explanations 

and when teaching grammar. When explanation 

occurs the language is a means for communication. 

When teaching grammar, though, the language is 

treated as an object. In other words, code-switching in 

explanation takes place because someone does not 

understand the teacher’s English words; in contrast, 

when the teacher is teaching grammar in Indonesian, 

code-switching occurs because of a necessity as the 

examples are in English. Secondly, in grammar 

translation and grammar explanation both the teacher 

and the students employ code-switching, whereas in 

explanation only the teacher employs code-switching. 

Gammar translation and grammar explanation should 

be treated as occurrences of code-switching since the 

language changes quite a lot during the teaching of 

grammar. These switches are conscious as the aim is 

to teach English grammar in Indonesian. It may be 

argued that there is no code-switching when grammar 

is being taught; however, here would remind that 

Grosjean defined code-switching as “the alternate use 

of two or more languages in the same utterance or 
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conversation”. Grammar explanation and grammar 

translation fit into this definition as the languages, 

English and Indonesian, are being used in the same 

utterance or teaching situation. Grammar translation 

means that while teaching and learning grammar there 

are instances when a clause is uttered both in 

Indonesian and English for the purpose of studying 

grammar. Grammar translation may occur either when 

the teacher asks in Indonesian a student to translate for 

instance a sentence into English, or when the teacher 

gives an example herself and says it both in 

Indonesian and in English. 

 

14)  Grammar Explanation
25 

Grammar explanation differs from 

grammar translation in that during teaching grammar 

in Indonesian, the teacher uses English words which 

she does not translate. The base language is 

Indonesian, English is used because the teacher is 

teaching English grammar; thus the examples are in 

English. Code-switching is almost mandatory when 

teaching grammar in an EFL classroom. As the 

students and the teacher share a mother tongue, it is 
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easier to use that as the mode of instruction. The 

students have learned grammar in Indonesian lessons, 

which means that they know the Indonesian 

terminology. In EFL classroom the purpose is to learn 

English grammar which explains the English 

examples and translation used when teaching the 

grammar. 

 

15)  Lapses
26 

Lapses are instances where the teacher is 

speaking Indonesian but says a word or a couple 

words in English or English into Indonesian. These 

English words are spoken almost accidentally, since 

they are not required. It is understandable that lapses 

occur in the teachers‟ speech since they are used to 

speaking English as they teach English during a lesson 

and they may slip an Indonesian word sometimes 

spontaneously. 

 

Sert in his journal devides the functions of code 

switching into techers’ code switching and students’ code 

switching. Code switching is used by the teacher in order 

to build solidarity and intimate relations with the students. 
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In this sense, one may speak off the contribution of code 

switching for creating a supportive language environment 

in the classroom. Another explanation for the  unctionality 

of code switching in classroom settings is its repetitive 

function. In this case, the teacher uses code switching in 

order to transfer the necessary knowledge for the students 

for clarity. Following the instruction in target language, 

the teacher code switches to native language in order to 

clarify meaning, and in this way stresses importance on 

the foreign language content for efficient 

comprehension.27 

Then for the students, The first function of code 

switching is equivalence. In this case, the student makes 

use of the native equivalent of a certain lexical item in 

target language and therefore code switches to his/her 

native tongue. This process may be correlated with the 

deficiency in linguistic competence of target language, 

which makes the student use the native lexical item when 

he/she has not the competence for using the target 

language explanation for a particular lexical item. So 

“equivalence” functions as a defensive mechanism for 

students as it gives the student the opportunity to continue 
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communication by bridging the gaps resulting from 

foreign language incompetence. 

The next function to be introduced is floor-holding. 

During a conversation in the target language, the students 

fill the stopgap with native language use. It may be 

suggested that this is a mechanism used by the students in 

order to avoid gaps in communication, which may result 

from the lack of fluency in target language. The learners 

performing code switching for floor holding generally 

have the same problem: they can not recall the appropriate 

target language structure or lexicon. It may be claimed 

that this type of language alternation may have negative 

effects on learning a foreign language; since it may result 

in loss of fluency in long term.28 

The third consideration in students’ code switching 

is reiteration, which is pointed by Eldridge as: “messages 

are reinforced, emphasized, or clarified where the 

message has already been transmitted in one code, but not 

understood”. In this case, the message in target language 

is repeated by the student in native tongue through which 

the learner tries to give the meaning by making use of a 

repetition technique. The reason for this specific language 
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alternation case may be two-folds: first, he/she may not 

have transferred the meaning exactly in target language. 

Second, the student may think that it is more appropriate 

to code switch in order to indicate the teacher that the 

content is clearly understood by him/her. 

The last function of learners’ code switching to be 

introduced here is conflict control. For the potentially 

conflictive language use of a learners (meaning that the 

learners tends to avoid a misunderstanding or tends to 

utter words indirectly for specific purposes), the code 

switching is a strategy to transfer the intended meaning. 

The underlying reasons for the tendency to use this type 

of code switching may vary according to students’ needs, 

intentions or purposes. Additionally, the lack of some 

culturally equivalent lexis among the native language and 

target language--which may lead to violation of the 

transference of intended meaning--may result in code 

switching for conflict control; therefore possible 

misunderstandings are avoided.29 
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3. English as A Foreign Language Classroom 

McKay describes three fundamental concepts of 

English as an international language of learning, the learner is 

not obliged to adopt the culture of native speakers discussed 

the UK, the English language has been shared by all people 

and not just limited to native English speakers, and the 

purpose of learning the English language is enable learners to 

communicate their ideas and their culture to others.
30

 

Those concepts are acceptable with the nationalism of 

Indonesia because the purpose of english teaching learning is 

enable learners to communicate their ideas in international 

field.  Learning about English is not obliged to adopt the 

culture of target language, the learners only learn about the 

language. 

 The monitoring and evaluation of language proficiency 

within the classroom must be carefully aligned with the goals 

of the original ELT program. Policymakers and practitioners 

must also be aware of the power of testing and understand the 

ethical issues involved.
31

 One of ELT program also occur in 

Kampung English Pare Kediri, eventhough it is informal 

education or course. 

                                                           
30

 McKay, EIL curriculum development, ( RELC Journa: 2003), p. 34. 
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  TESOL White Papers , A Principles-Based Approach for English 

Language Teaching Policies and Practices, (Alexandria:TESOL 

International Association, 2012), p. 10. 
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According to Jonathan Newton, there are five principles 

for teaching EFL class which support code switching occur in 

the class:
32

 

1. Meaning Focus on meaningful and relevant 

language 

2. Interest Maintain interest through a variety of 

activities 

3. New language Avoid overloading learners with too 

much new language 

4. Understanding Provide plenty of comprehensible 

input 

5. Stress-free Create a friendly, safe, cooperative 

classroom environment. 

Based on those principles, it possible that code 

switching occurs in every meetings of English teaching 

learning process. The same reasons, code switching also 

happens in speaking class of MOB English course Pare 

Kediri. 
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 Jonathan Newton, Teaching ESL/EFL Listening and Speaking, 

(Newyork: Routledge, 2009 ), p. 19. 
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B. Previous Research 

1. Alfiyah Nur Fariekhah student of IAIN Sunan Ampel 

Surabaya, entitle Code Switching and Code Mixing Used By 

Teachers In SMPN 40 Surabaya.
33

  

This research tells about phenomenon of code switching 

and code mixing which are used by teachers to their student in 

class activities. There are several reasons why researcher 

chooses English teacher as the subject of the study. First is 

English teacher are those who are expert conversation 

especially in class activities. Second, the phenomenon of code 

switching and code mixing that happens in SMPN 40 

Surabaya. The result of the research shows that there were 

some types of code switching and code mixing which were 

used by teacher in a class. They were code switching in the 

form of sentence, clause, and tag. On the code mixing, the 

researcher found in the form of word and phrase. The last one 

question of the study is the context of code switching and code 

mixing. It has four features that trigger the occurrence of code 

switching and code mixing. They are: topic, setting, key, and 

purpose. The three features of context determine the language 

choice in the class activity. 

The similarity between Alfiyah’s study and the writer 

study are both of researcher used the same method. There are 
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 Alfiyah Nur Fariekhah (KT2011011), Code Switching and Code 

Mixing Used By Teachers In SMPN 40 Surabaya, (Surabaya: IAIN Sunan 

Ampel, 2011) 
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also the differences between Alfiyah’s topic and the writer’s. 

Alfiyah focuses on code switching and code mixing, but the 

writer only focuses on code switching. The Alfiyah’s focus on 

teacher code switching and code mixing in the school, but the 

writer focuses on the tutor and learners code switching in 

informal education. 

2. Naila Falahiya with her research
 34

,  “She concluded there are 

four forms of code-switching. They are code-switching in the 

form of clause, sentence, tag and exclamation. There are also 

two forms of code-mixing that are code-mixing of word and 

phrase. There are also two forms of code-mixing, they are 

code-mixing of word and phrase. Besides that, she found that 

the using of code-switching and code-mixing in the students’ 

speaking got a good response from the students. They still 

need to use some code-switching and code-mixing as 

equivalence, as floor holding, as reiteration, and as conflict 

control. Falahiya concludes that code-switching and code-

mixing are useful for students, especially for the first year 

students as beginner in the language learner. They have to 

convey their scariness to convey their opinion. ”  

The similarity between Falahiya’s study and the writer 

study are both of researcher used the same topic and method. 

There are also the differences between Falahiya’s topic and 
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 Naila Falahiya (D05208110), Code-Switching and Code-Mixing as 

a Bridge in Speaking among first Year Students at MTs Al-Amin Mojokerto. 

(Surabaya: UIN Sunan Ampel, 2014 ) 
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the writer’s, those are the focuse topic of the writer is only 

code switching and Falahiya’s topic is both code switching 

and code mixing. The writer also focuses in the informal 

education. 

3. Kamisah Ariffin and Misyana Susanti Husin
35

, in their journal 

entitled “Code-switching and Code-mixing of English and 

Bahasa Malaysia in Content-Based Classrooms: Frequency 

and Attitudes” they conclude that that instructors frequently 

code-switched and code-mixed between the twolanguages in 

the classroom. The analysis shows that the occurrence of these 

phenomena was related to the instructors’, as well as the 

students’ own linguistic competence, and the purpose of 

facilitating effective teaching and learning. There is, however, 

mixed attitudes towards CS/CM. While both instructors and 

students agreed that CS/CM can promote better 

understanding, the latter, however, students with better 

English proficiency felt that such communicative behaviour 

can be off-putting as it does not help in improving their 

linguistic competence in English. The paper, thus, raises some 

legitimate concerns of the conflict between the policy and its 

actual implementation, which certainly has some implications 

                                                           
35 Kamisah Ariffin and Misyana Susanti Husin, “Code-switching and 

Code-mixing of English and Bahasa Malaysia in Content-Based Classrooms: 

Frequency and Attitudes”, The Linguistics Journal, (Vol. V, No.1, June 

2011)  
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on language development, teacher education and policy 

assessment. 

The similarity between their study and the writer study 

are both of researcher used the same topic and method. There 

are also the differences between Ariffin and Husin’s topic and 

the writer’s, those are the focuse topic of the writer is only 

code switching used by tutor and learners and their topic is 

both code switching and code mixing in the teacher and 

students’ attitude. The writer also focuses in the informal 

education. 

4. Engku Haliza Engku Ibrahim, dkk.
36

, in their journal entitled 

Code-Switching in English as a Foreign Language Classroom: 

Teachers’ Attitudes This study looks at the teachers’ attitudes 

towards code-switching in teaching English as a foreign 

language to Malay students at one of the local universities in 

Malaysia. Data was collected through observations, 

questionnaires and interviews. Each teacher was observed, 

their language use were recorded, transcribed and then 

analyzed using the functions proposed by Gumperz. The 

results of the study showed that teachers do code-switch in the 

language classroom, despite their claim that they do not. 

Analysis of the data showed that, in most cases, code 

                                                           
36 Engku Haliza Engku Ibrahim, dkk., “Code-Switching in English as 

a Foreign Language Classroom: Teachers’ Attitudes”, English Language 

Teaching, (Vol. 6, No. 7; 2013) 
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switching by teachers was done to serve pedagogical 

purposes. 

The similarity between their study and the writer study are 

both of researcher focuses the same sociolinguistic study. 

There are also the differences between their topic and the 

writer’s. They focuses only on code switching by teacher, but 

the writer focuses on code switching used by tutor and 

learners in informal education. 

 

C. Framework of Thought 

In the social interaction, everyone communicates each 

other by using language. In the bilingualism or multilingualism 

society, there are some language variations in their 

communication. The code switching is one of those language 

variations. Someone who masters more than one language uses the 

languages randomly in their communication for some purpose. 

Then he makes a code switching in his communication. Code 

switching is a variant of language which is used by language 

society depends on background of participants and also depends 

on the situation and condition written or spoken. This research 

concerned on speaking code switching. 

In speaking class of  MOB English Course Pare Kediri, 

between tutor and learners used code-switching in English 

teaching learning process. It is because tutor and learners are 

bilingual even multilingual society. They do not only use English 
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in teaching learning process but also use Indonesian as their 

mother language to get the aim of English learning easily. This 

research is purposed to describe the types of code-switching and 

the functions of code switching in speaking class of MOB English 

Course Pare Kediri. 

This research uses descriptive analysis. It will be done by 

three steps. Firstly is collecting data. The researcher will record 

the communication of tutor and learners in English teaching 

learning process. Secondly, makes a notice in notice book. The 

last step is analyzing the data according to the types and the 

functions of code-switching. Besides that, the researcher also will 

interview to strengthen the observation and documentation result. 

It refers to thiangulation concept.   

The explanation above shows how need to understand 

about  code switching in English teaching learning process in 

speaking class of MOB English Course Pare Kediri is. This is very 

important for tutor and learners to bridge the gap between the 

desire to master the target language with practice it and the desire 

to understand or reach their interaction. 


